guages in which they are not fluent. one solution to the problem is suggested by some results of investigation into the nature of language generally and the language of various sciences in particular. The information provided in language is given not only by the meanings of individual words but also by the relations among words, especially by the regularities of their co-occurrence. Particular sciences, furthermore, are characterized by particular sets of such relations among words. These In its barest outline, the sublanguage discovered by this process of analysis contained some 15 word classes. The chief ones, each followed here by the capital letter used to represent it in sublanguage formulas, are those for "antigen" (G), "antibody" (A), "inject" (J), "tissue" (T), "cell" (C), "body part" (B); then for verbs occurring between A and C (V; for example, "appear in," "produced by," "secreted by'), verbs occurring between two cell names (Y; for example, "is similar to," "develops into'), and verbs appearing with T or C words (W; for example, "T inflames," "C proliferates'). Words 
